
DOOLEY’S HUT 
Topo50 Map: BH36 Motutere, BH37 Rangitaiki                                            GPS: NZTM on WGS84 

 

How to get to START: Exit Taupo on SH5 for Napier,  

 In about 25 minutes turn right into Taharua Road at 27.5km 

 After 8 minutes again turn right (36.5km) into Clements Mill Road 

which quickly becomes gravel (36 min / 38.5km) and enters the 
forest 

 After 10 minutes on this gravel road there is the Te Iringa car park 
on the left 

 In 40 min  (45.5km) pass over a “White Bridge” – wooden and 

pale coloured 

 There is a turn off to the right just before the bridge with a small car 
park (WP DH13) and toilet. If you have two vehicles leave one here 
as this is the end point which is directly above the Pirau waterfall 

 Continue another 7km on the gravel road, take care as it is steep 
and windy with many blind bends and crests 

 Turn right and right again into car park (WP 01) in total drive time of 
1:05 minutes and 52.3km 

Rough description: A moderate walk of about 5 to 5:30 hours which 

is best attempted in the company of someone who knows the area and 
tracks. No amazing views but a great forest walk and a look at a piece 
of local history – Dooley’s Hut with a plaque in memory of old Joe 
Dooley, a “batten splitter” who lived and worked in the area for many 
years and actually died with his axe in his hand. 

 

 
 

 
BLUE Road access from Taupo  RED tramp route 
Once parked, walk back to the gravel road and turn left 
back along the road. 

The tramp is mainly on underused, old or uncharted hunters’ 
tracks through re-growth of logged forest.  The tracks are 
marked by paint splashes (reddish, green and yellow) on the 
trees whilst many of the older, unused sections are quite 
heavily overgrown in places. Wind-falls can be a slight hazard 
or inconvenience on the walk, especially to the Hobbit-sized 
tramper. 
 

There is a fair amount of ascending and descending through 
the rolling terrain of the tramp, but there is only one taxing 
ascent after about an hour’s walking when a climb is made up 
on to the SW / NE ridge where the bulk of the walk is done. 

 
Memorial plaque for Joe Dooley 
 

 
 
 
 

There is an overall loss / gain of altitude of about 230 metres (GPS records) with 
altitudes varying from 770 to almost 1000m but the total ascent and descent is 
relatively large due to the rolling to hilly nature of the terrain.  The walk distance as 
measured by GPS between DH1 and DH13 is close to 8km but, if the return to the 
starting car park is done on foot there are several additional kilometres to be 
tramped on the road. 

Detail:  Once parked in the small car park (WP01809masl) near the end of Clements 

Mill Road walk back to the gravel road, turn to the left, pass over a stream line and 
immediately turn right off the road into the forest on a small, not too well marked 
track (WP02802masl) – this section is relatively easy to follow as it runs parallel to a 

deeply incised, heavily forested stream line, but keep a look out for paint spots on 
the trees.  After about 10 minutes the direction changes from due S to SE. Dooley’s 
Hut (WP03819masl) is reached within 20 minutes from the car park, 

 

Dooley’s Hut interior 

 
 
 
 

Joe Dooley used to park his transport on the road where the track started. The hut 
is open and can be entered and there are the usual signs requesting respect is 
shown to the place and surroundings. A short walk from the hut takes one to the 
“facilities” – this was probably one of the few bush toilets with a seat and 
protection from the rain. 
 

The trail continues following red paint marks. The effort input increases after 
almost one hour when a ridge has to be climbed – this is the only serious ascent 
of the day and presents no hazards apart from being energy-draining. The crest of 
the ridge is gained after 20 minutes’ uphill struggle and a convenient spot for a 
morning tea stop presents itself on the more or less level slope (WP04966masl). 

The route then follows NE to ENE along the ridge for the best part of an hour and 
care must be taken to look for the trail markers. 

 
 

Bush toilet clean-up 

 

Study of the map will show where confusion can occur. The marked path appears to drop off the ridge in a SE direction 
(WP05958masl) after about a total walk time of about 2 hours. This is not the route and back-tracking is required if this situation 

is encountered.  In fact just short of 2 hours there is a huge tree with 2 pink ribbons tied round small trees / saplings below it.  
At this point the track falls off the ridge to the left or NE (WP06957masl), but fear not ascending soon starts again as you 

continue along the ridge.  About 7 minutes in this direction there is a large tree with a prominent Y formation and a dangling 
pink ribbon can be seen. 
 



 

 



 

 
The track has a Y-fork here and the route is down slope to the right and markers are now silver coloured tape that is not too 
obvious.  Soon after this the going improves with more open ground and less dense forest whilst there are orange and 
fluorescent, green paint markers.  The next feature to look for is encountered after more or less 4 hours total walk, including a 
tea and lunch stop, and is the “kerosene can” (WP09998masl).  The story is that hunters planted the tree in the kerosene can 

many years ago and now what is left of the tin still clings to the tree. 
 

From here the route heads N then NNE and the descent starts.  Not many features on the way but an old, white notice-board 
can be seen on hitting a clearer, larger track in 4:30 minutes total time (WP10845masl); follow this track, which slowly improves 
and gets wider, to the left.  Twenty minutes from this signboard one emerges from the forest into a clearing and the motor track 
to the right is taken to reach the gravel road (WP12775masl) in just under 5 hours.  Cross the white bridge and turn left into the 
car park mentioned in the access route information (WP13771masl).  If a second vehicle has been left here then it is 7 kilometres 

out the gravel road to collect the first vehicle. 
Kerosene can 

 
Notes: 
 

 GPS = Garmin Summit GPS with poor signal in places due to the forest cover. 

 WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 

 masl = metres above sea level (as recorded by GPS unit and may not agree exactly with map spot heights) 

 


